




NOTE: The PERT Diagram above is the world’s first (and only?) true PERT diagram
for meetings control–that’s management! The PERT designation refers to the military’s
formal title: Problem Evaluation and Review Technique. It was developed to control the
creation of the Polaris submarine, which was the first of its kind. Each of your meetings is
the first of its kind!
 PERT is timed logic. It forms a running calendar of interim steps that must be
completed on time if you expect your project to happen on time. All of PERT’s
horizontal function lines (parallel to the center Coordination line) must be delivered on or
before the project’s target date (arrowhead)–in this case, on or before your move into
your meeting space for the given event.
 In Cavalier’s original book (Achieving Objectives in Meetings, 1973) and in the
Dow Jones-Irwin expansion of that title (Sales Meetings That Work, 1983 and 2002
update), abundant forms and thought guides prepare the user/reader to complete each of
those horizontal functions (and lines) workably. So this PERT Diagram is actually the
blueprint for an entire, proved system of meeting management, as is presented in both
AOM and SMTW. As was stated in AOM: “You can plan for sun at a picnic without
affecting the weather.” Management demands controls and fail-safe options. . .and SMTW
helps you to develop everything needed for valid, competent meetings, whether you’re a
professional or a sorrowful, “stuck-with” amateur.
 However, several editors in the meetings/conventions field have printed
paperwork Flow Charts (which are very complex and make wonder-struck viewing) but
have erroneously labeled those Flow Charts as being PERT Diagrams. Wrong.
Complexity and calendar are not equals.
 That error says two very important things: 1) Some editors are much less versed
in the intricacies of meeting management than they should (or pretend to) be; and 2)
Some editors defer to the wishes and assurances of their manufactured “experts,” whose
own best interests and attitudes toward actuality and function do not necessarily jibe with
your best interests. Has the given “expert” really had valid experience as a meeting
manager? Demand qualifications!
 Flow Charts do have value to consultants and organizational development
specialists who might need to understand the given company’s paperwork flow. But the
Flow Chart makes no reference whatever to calendar. Worse, any Flow Chart is valid for
only that company for which it was developed. Moreover, various functions within that
same company require different flow charts. In short, purchase orders, requests for
payment checks, periodical reports, and employee suggestions, for instance, do not
follow the same paper trail. For what purpose was that given magazine’s published Flow
Chart designed? Except to you show how to develop such a tortured paper trail yourself
(do you have a purpose for it?), what was its value to meetings managers?
 None! You’ll be doing yourself a favor if you read any meetings/conventions
industry publications along with a healthy serving of disbelief! Their credibility is in
shambles.
 The columned articles below were early treatments of significant facets of the
meetings management process. Reader response encouraged the creation of Achieving
Objectives in Meetings, in 1973, which presented the proved system developed at United
Attractions, Inc. (see related button). These dozen articles were selected from all our
writings of that time, early-1970 to early-1973, because they best applied to the
(horizontal line) functions. Subsequent articles can probably be found in your library on
microfiche re: Sales & Marketing Magazine.








































